
6
th

 Grade Woodwind Class 

Instrument Assembly Review 

 

GENERAL RULES OF THUMB 

1. Never Force It. 

2. Prepare your instrument with the proper grease and such to make sure that all parts will NOT need to be 

forced. 

3. Little twists with slight pressure.  Big twists EQUAL Big trouble. 

4. Assemble your instrument on the FLOOR using the case to soften any slips. 

 

 

Flutes 
 

1. Body of flute in RH holes/keys facing front. 

2. Take Head Joint in LH hole facing front and line the hole up with the center of the holes/keys. 

3. Little twists of Head Joint until into the Body of the flute. 

4. Take partially assembled flute into RH and put the Foot Joint in the LH.  

5. Find the Rod of the Foot Joint and line it up with the center of the holes/keys. 

6. Little twists of the Foot Joint until it is on the Body of the Flute. 

7. Perform Christopher Columbus. 

 

Oboes 

 

1. Put your reed into the container of room-temperature water. 

2. Take the Bottom joint into 1 hand grasping at the corked end of the bottom joint away from most keys. 

(Remember the Top joint has a small hole on top to place the reed into, and the Bottom joint has a large 

corked end for the Bell). 

3. Now take the Bell into the other hand. 

4. Align the small part of the bell with the corked end of the Bottom joint (if you have a key on the bell 

depress it and align its BRIDGE KEY with the BRIDGE KEY of the Bottom joint) and slowly make a 

small twisting motion back and forth while applying a little pressure until the joints are connected. 

5. Take the Top joint in the other hand and face the corked end of the Top joint toward the non-corked end of 

the Bottom joint. 

6. Press the side screw located on the RIGHT side of the Top joint to make the BRIDGE KEY raise.   

7. Align the BRIDGE KEYS while pressing the screw in #3 and slowly make a small twisting motion back 

and forth while applying a little pressure until the joints are connected. 

8. Place the Oboe Reed into the Receiver by using a small twisting motion on the reed contacting only the 

corked part of the reed and grabbing only the top of the Top joint (to avoid as many keys as possible). 

 

Clarinets 

 

1. Take a good reed from your Reed Case and place the dull, thin end in your mouth or water to soak. 

2. Take the Bottom Joint (one cork on this joint with multiple keys) out of its case and grab the bottom end of 

the joint (away from all keys).   

3. STATUE OF LIBERTY with holes facing away from you. 

4. Take the Top Joint into your other hand, with the holes facing the same direction as the holes in the Bottom 

Joint. 

5. Press the key found between the first two rings/holes of the Top Joint so that the BRIDGE KEY moves on 

the side of the Top Joint.. 

6. While holding the said key in #4 with the BRIDGE KEY up, align the BRIDGE KEY of the Top Joint with 

that of the Bottom Joint. 



7. Slowly make a small twisting motion back and forth while applying a little pressure until the joints are 

connected. 

8. Now slide one hand down to the Bottom Joint (as to grab as few keys as possible) and take the Bell in the 

other hand. 

9. Align the small end of the bell with the corked end of the Bottom Joint and slowly make a small twisting 

motion back and forth while applying a little pressure until the joints are connected. 

10. Now setting those three assembled parts across the case, take the barrel in one hand and only the 

mouthpiece (not with the cap and ligature) in the other hand. 

11. Take the corked end of the mouthpiece and the small end of the barrel and align them. 

12. Then slowly make a small twisting motion back and forth while applying a little pressure until the joints are 

connected. 

13. Now take the ligature and place it over the mouthpiece (screws go to the right) and slide it up to the tip of 

the mouthpiece. 

14. Take the reed out of soaking and without touching the tip, place the flat end against the mouthpiece while 

the shiny thick end is pointed to the bottom of your mouthpiece and wiggle into alignment. 

15. Once the reed is straight and the tip is aligned evenly with the tip of the mouthpiece slide your ligature into 

place and then tighten (be sure not to over tighten) just enough that the ligature holds the reed in place. 

16. Now take the Barrel and Mouthpiece segment and join align it with the Body and Bell of the Clarinet.  

(Corked end of the top joint faces the bottom end of the barrel. 

17. Holding the top of the Top Joint in one hand and the Barrel in the other slowly make a small twisting 

motion back and forth while applying a little pressure until the joints are connected. 

 

Saxophone 

 

1. Take a good reed from your Reed Case and place the dull, thin end in your mouth or water to soak. 

2. Place your neck strap around your neck. 

3. Take the Goose Neck out of your case and place it in one hand. 

4. Take the Mouthpiece (not the ligature and mouthpiece cap) in the other hand. 

5. Align the Mouthpiece and Goose Neck so the circular end of the mouthpiece faces the corked end of the 

Goose Neck. 

6. Slowly make a small twisting motion back and forth while applying a little pressure until the two are 

connected. 

7. Now take the ligature and place it over the mouthpiece (screws go to the right) and slide it up to the tip of 

the mouthpiece. 

8. Take the reed out of soaking and without touching the tip, place the flat end against the mouthpiece while 

the shinny thick end is pointed to the bottom of your mouthpiece and wiggle into alignment. 

9. Once the reed is straight and the tip is aligned evenly with the tip of the mouthpiece slide your ligature into 

place and then tighten (be sure not to over tighten) just enough that the ligature holds the reed in place. 

10. Now place the Goose Neck and Mouthpiece safely across your case (careful not to hurt your reed). 

11. Take the Body of your Saxophone (grabbing only the Bell) and, with the bell facing away from you, find 

the eye-hook on the Body of the Saxophone and connect it to your neck strap.   

12. Loosen the top screw of the Body of your Saxophone ( a few turns should do) and then while one hand is 

holding the Bell of your Saxophone, grasp the Goose Neck/Mouthpiece in your other hand (careful not to 

hurt your reed). 

13. Align the Spine of your Goose Neck with the Rod of the Body of the Saxophone (where the screw of the 

Body is near). 

14. Slowly make a small twisting motion back and forth while applying a little pressure until the joints are 

connected. 

15. Tighten the screw so that the Goose Neck does not swivel while in the Body of the Saxophone.  Be sure to 

not over tighten this!  

 



Trumpet/Baritone/French Horn/Tuba 

 

1.  Take the main body of the instrument and insert the mouthpiece into the lead pipe. 

2. Gently twist the mouthpiece to help lock the mouthpiece in place. 

 

Trombone 

 

1.  Take the slide in your right hand with the taller part facing toward you and the shorter part facing away. 

2. Make sure the slide lock (on the shorter side) is locked 

3. Take the bell in your left and holding it so the bell is facing down 

4. Insert the bell onto the taller side of the slide and tighten the screw 

5. Make sure the slide braces and bell braces make a 90 degree angle. 

6. Insert the mouthpiece into the shorter side of the slide and give it a gentle twist. 


